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Abstract— Neuromorphic computing is a new paradigm for
design of both the computing hardware and algorithms inspired by biological neural networks. The event-based nature
and the inherent parallelism make neuromorphic computing
a promising paradigm for building efficient neural network
based architectures for control of fast and agile robots. In
this paper, we present a spiking neural network architecture
that uses sensory feedback to control rotational velocity of a
robotic vehicle. When the velocity reaches the target value,
the mapping from the target velocity of the vehicle to the
correct motor command, both represented in the spiking neural
network on the neuromorphic device, is autonomously stored on
the device using on-chip plastic synaptic weights. We validate
the controller using a wheel motor of a miniature mobile
vehicle and inertia measurement unit as the sensory feedback
and demonstrate online learning of a simple “inverse model”
in a two-layer spiking neural network on the neuromorphic
chip. The prototype neuromorphic device that features 256
spiking neurons allows us to realise a simple proof of concept
architecture for the purely neuromorphic motor control and
learning. The architecture can be easily scaled-up if a larger
neuromorphic device is available.

I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to learn how to control a motor in order to
achieve a goal state is an important component of any robotic
system that should function under real-world conditions.
When moving towards robots capable to adapt to changing
environmental conditions and new tasks, robust and fast
perception and learning become critical components. While
motor controllers are typically implemented in small digital
processors, the state of the art perception and learning
increasingly use artificial neural networks (ANNs) [18] that
require substantial computing power. Indeed, ANNs often
require Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) to run in real
time. The power-latency trade-off is one of the challenges
that hinder application of neural networks in online learning
and adaptation of the sensory-motor mappings, required for
adaptive motor control. Another limitation is the training
procedure that requires a large amount of well-prepared
data to drive the slow learning process using error backpropagation.
Neuromorphic processors are a new type of computing
hardware that enables a radically low-power and compact
realisation of spiking neural networks [16], [15], [2], which
opens way to their application in power-critical domains, e.g.,
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for fast and agile robots [10], [25]. Spike-based learning
and computing techniques are being developed that have
been shown to demonstrate at least the same performance
as ANNs [19], [28].
In this work, a spiking neural network was realised on
a mixed signal neuromorphic chip. The neural network
implements feedback PI-control to converge on the correct
motor command that achieves the goal speed, using sensory
feedback. When the feedback controller settles on the desired
task velocity, the mapping between the goal state and the
motor control signal, both represented in a neural network
on chip, is stored using on-chip synaptic plasticity. Since
the integration of the spike-based neuromorphic and conventional digital hardware that typically controls motor systems,
diminishes the advantages of low-power analog computing
and event-based parallel processing, we implement the full
system – both the feedback controller and learning of the
sensorimotor mapping – in a neuromorphic device. This led
us to a first neuromorphic realisation of a PI-controller. While
several perception and robotic architectures were introduced
recently using mixed-signal neuromorphic devices [3], [5],
[17], [22], their applicability for closed-loop motor control
has not been shown yet. The analog, subthreshold circuits
are known to suffer from mismatch of computing elements
and limited number of parameters to configure spiking neural
networks [27], making their use for motor control – which
requires fast and precise feedback – challenging. Here, we
found a solution to this problem.
To achieve this, we developed a neuronal architecture that
allows to control the speed of the robot by computing both
differences and sums of sensed and desired values reliably
in a spiking neural network. We demonstrate functionality
and robustness of this architecture in a closed loop on a
miniature robotic vehicle controlled by the neuromorphic
device. Most of computation is done in the spiking onchip network here, only communication with the robot is
accomplished through software. Doing this, we show that
digital computing can potentially be taken out of the loop,
leading to ultra low-power motor controllers that are easy
to integrate with spiking neural networks for perception and
higher-level cognitive processing [36]. Furthermore, we show
how learning different movement commands can be realised
using plastic – adaptive – synapses on the neuromorphic
device in an online learning process that co-occurs with
behavior.
We demonstrate the proof of concept on a small prototype
neuromorphic device that features only 256 neurons and two
arrays of 16K synapses realised with analogue electronics

Our experiments consisted in selecting a number of rotation velocities that the robot should adopt and letting the
neuromorphic controller set these velocities, based on a
feedback from IMU. In a second set of experiments, we
additionally learned the control signals on chip.
B. Neuromorphic device ROLLS

Fig. 1. Schematics of the spiking neural network for control of a single
motor. Squares show silicon neurons, red squares are neurons that would be
typically active in a control task. Arrows show excitatory connections, lines
ending with circles – inhibitory ones. Roles of different neural populations
are explained in the main text.

[33]. We consider this demonstration, however, an important step towards fully neuromorphic robotic controllers.
Such controllers and learning systems will be orders of
magnitude more power efficient, allowing us to scale up
even complex cognitive neural network architectures. Larger
neuromorphic devices became available recently [6], [21]
and scaling up our model is straightforward due to the
locality of connectivity leading to inherent parallellism of the
computing architecture. The controller can easily be extended
to control of effectors with several degrees of freedom, based
on methods of spike-based motor control developed recently
[30], [31], [7], [20].
II. METHODS
A. Overall setup and the motor control task
In our experiments, we used a setup shown in Fig. 1,
that consists of a neuromorphic device ROLLS (Section IIB), mounted back-to-back via expansion connectors to a
miniature computer Parallella [29]. The Parallella is used
to configure the device, monitor its activity, and direct
events (spikes) between ROLLS and the robot. The miniature
robotic vehicle Pushbot1 consists of a pair of propulsion
chassis and an embedded Dynamic Vision Sensor (eDVS,
[26]) with an artificial retina DVS that embeds a 6-axis IMU
and a microcontroller managing wireless communication
using a serial protocol. While we have used WiFi connection,
the Parallella board, and the microcontroller of the eDVS
in our prototype system to set the instantaneous speed of
the motor, a more integrated solution with ROLLS directly
driving the motor could use recently introduced models for
open-loop control with spike-based pulse-frequency modulation [30], [31].
1 https://inilabs.com/products/pushbot/

Two types of neuromorphic platforms exist: (1) purely digital systems, optimised for running spiking neural networks
simulations [11], [6], [21] and (2) mixed-signal systems that
use analog circuits to emulate in silicon the computational
neuroscience models [2], [37], [15]. Some of the latter devices were optimised in their small form factor and ultra low
power consumption for robotic, i.e. real-time and embedded,
applications [33], [24], [22].
The neuromorphic device ROLLS (Reconfigurable OnLine
Learning Spiking) [33] is such a mixed signal Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) neuromorphic device featuring 256
spiking neurons realised with analog electronic circuits [16]
that emulate adaptive leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model.
The neurons on chip can be connected by a set of all-toall (16K) synapses, also realised with analog circuits, lowpass filtering incoming (digital) spikes. Another array of 16K
plastic (adaptive) synapses can be used to realise on-chip
learning rule. The learning rule is a version of STDP (spiketiming dependent plasticity) rule, which is particularly wellsuited to hardware realisation and can be used to implement
simple Hebbian learning on population level (“fire together –
wire together”) [12], [23], [14]. ROLLS was produced using
180nm CMOS technology, occupies an area of of 51.4mm2 ,
and consumes <4mW of power when all neurons fire at a
typical rate of 30Hz.
Communication with the device is implemented using
Address Event Representation (AER) [4]. Thus, each spike
is sent both within the chip and to other devices as a digital
package – an “event” – that contains the neuron’s index (0255) and a time-stamp. ROLLS also receives AER packages
as inputs, with flags determining whether an in-coming event
is a stimulus, or a bias-setting used for configuring the chip.
“Programming” the ROLLS chip amounts to (1) assigning
different roles to different neurons by directing sensory input
to some of them and using activity of other ones to drive
the robot’s motors; (2) specifying non-plastic connections
between neurons by activating required synapses and setting
their parameters (one of 4 positive or 4 negative weights and
other parameters such as time-constants and thresholds of
the low-pass filters); and (3) activating, if needed, some of
the plastic synapses for on-chip learning.
1) Coping with device missmatch: Since ROLLS uses
analog, subthreshold circuits, the computing elements are
subject to device mismatch, which is one the main challenges
in working with mixed signal (and thus particularly low
power and compact) neuromorphic devices [27]. Consequently, with identical parameter settings, the silicon neurons
show different behaviour.
Fig. 2 shows distribution of firing rates of 256 neurons
on the ROLLS chip when they are stimulated externally

Fig. 2. Firing rate of spiking neurons on the ROLLS chip when each
neuron is stimulated with 200Hz, ordered.

with 200Hz and have identical parameters. One can see that
output firing rates, ordered in the plot, cover a wide range
of values (mean 94.7Hz, standard deviation 11.9Hz), which
would make behavior of spiking neural networks extremely
noisy if one assumes homogeneous behavior of neurons.
Here, we developed a routine to select similar neurons for
the neural populations in our controller architecture based
on the measured distribution. Since behavior of neurons
over time is rather stable, this approach leads to robust
control architecture, reducing the effect of mismatch of the
neuromorphic device.
C. The neuronal controller architecture
In order to control the speed of the robot, we used a
simple proportional controller, realised with a spiking neural
network, shown in Fig. 1.
In the network, we set up different neural populations
to represent: the (G)oal – the task-level command, i.e. the
desired rotational speed of the robot; (F)eedback – the current
rotation speed, as signaled by the IMU; (D)elta – a 2D
neural array that computes the difference between (G) and
(F); Read-out populations that represent a positive (D+ )
or a negative (D− ) difference between the command and
the IMU-measurement; (Ms) – motor output represented
with “space-code”, in which each active neuron represents
a different motor command; (T)ransformation – a 2D neural
array that maps delta values onto motor command values;
(Mr) – motor output in a “rate-code” that represents the
motor command by the firing rate that drives the motor.
The final motor command is proportional to the instanteneous firing rate of the Mr population, i.e. the spike-count in
100ms time window. A more direct spike-based code can be
used to control the motors in a more embedded neuromorphic
realisation, as has been explored recently [30], [31], [9].
Our architecture adds space-coded representations on top of
the rate-coded one: in the the Ms population, each neuron
represents a different motor command. This enables online
learning of a mapping between the task and motor command
space using simple Hebbian learning rule of the on-chip
plastic synapses.
Thick arrows in Fig. 1 show a typical activation flow in
the controller from the externally set task command (Goal)
to activation of the motor rate-coded population (Mr). Red
squares show neurons that would be active in a typical
control task:

(1) one of the Goal-neurons is inhibited by an external
signal, setting the desired rotational velocity of the robot.
We used a double-inhibition connectivity pattern in several
places in the architecture, which leads to more robust behavior of analog spiking neurons than an alternative excitatory
connectivity. The latter would require precise summation of
two inputs in the 2D array (e.g., the Delta or Transformation
arrays here), which, in our experiments, was shown to be
hard to tune, because of the narrow parameter range, for
which only the neuron, in which the two inputs “cross”, fires.
Interestingly, such double-inhibition connectivity pattern is
pervasive in the brain, in particular in cortico-basal ganglia
circuits, involved in action control [38], [1].
(2) The inhibited Goal-neuron releases inhibition of the
respective column of the “Delta” neuronal array. A row in
this array is selected by an excitatory connection from the
IMU-population, signalling the current speed of the robot,
leading to activation of a single neuron in the 2D array.
(3) Read-out from the Delta-array is wired-up in such a
way that two 1D output arrays (D+ and D− ) represent the
difference between the positions of an active (or inhibited)
neuron in the input arrays (Feedback and Goal, respectively)
in positive or negative direction, respectively. Thus, the 2D
Delta-array is a neuronal “operator” that realises a particular
relation between its inputs and outputs (“difference” here).
Such neuronal operators were introduced in neural networks
simulating related brain function [32] and were used in neuronal cognitive architectures for coordinate transformations
[35] and for representing spatial relations [34]. Recently it
has been shown how such operators, in principle, can be
learned [8]. This opens a possibility for development of fully
adaptive neuromorphic controllers.
(4) Activity in the D+ and D− neural arrays is mutually
exclusive and they inhibit the respectively opposite output
array of the second “operator” 2D array – the Transformation
array. The Transformation array takes as input the computed
difference between the set and the actual velocities and the
current motor command, sent to the motors (such feedback
of the current motor command is called “efferent copy” in
computational neuroscience literature, the term we also use
here). This time, the wiring of the 2D array is set to sum
the activity of its neurons along left and right diagonals,
leading to computing either a sum or a difference of its inputs
depending on whether the D+ or the D− population is active.
(5) Outputs (“results”) of the Transformation array –
R+ and R− – drive a space-coded motor population (Ms),
which represents the motor command in activity of one
of its neurons (each neuron representing a different motor
command). A winner-take-all connectivity pattern (realised
by an auxiliary inhibitory neural array, not shown in Fig. 1 to
avoid clutter) ensures that only one Ms neuron can be active
at a time.
(6) Finally, each motor neuron is connected to a different
number of rate-coding motor neurons (Mr), depending on
the represented motor command. Thus, the first space-coded
motor neuron is connected to one rate-coded neuron, whereas
the fifth space-coded neuron is connected to 5 rate-coded

neurons that can be selected arbitrarily from the rate-coded
motor array. The more neurons in the Mr array fire, the higher
the overall firing rate of this neural population. This firing
rate sets the instantaneous speed of the motor (Section II-D).
In Section III, we show how this controller is able to set
the desired rotation speed of the robot, using feedback from
IMU. Feedback from the event-based motion detection with
an eDVS can be used as well and will be reported shortly.
D. Interfaces computed in software
We have used a thin software layer, running on the
Parallella board, to establish interfaces between the robot and
the spiking neurons on the ROLLS chip. Thus, the rotational
velocity, measured at 200Hz using the IMU, was binned in
one of 5 ranges. Depending on the interval in which the
measured velocity fell, one of 5 IMU (Feedback) neurons
was stimulated with a rate of 800Hz. On the other side,
the activity of the Motor rate-coded array was calculated
by counting spikes in 100ms time windows. The speed
command sent to the robot was set proportionally to this
spike-rate. This software solution was used in our prototype
system that didn’t yet have a direct connection to the robot.
When such connection is established, direct spike-based
control will be possible [30], [31], [9]. The CMD signal (the
goal velocity) was set by stimulating inhibitory synapses of
one of the Goal neurons.
E. Learning feedforward control
Additionally to the feedback controller, we demonstrate
here how a direct feedforward control signal can be learned
on the neuromorphic device ROLLS, which features onchip plasticity. Thus, we have added an array of plastic
synapses between the learning command neural population
and the rate-coded motor population (light blue dashed lines
in Fig. 1). We set up learning to be active when the Deltavalue is zero (meaning that the feedback controller has
converged): the learning command population is inhibited
by all other Delta+/- neurons. During learning, the plastic
synapses potentiate (increase) between the active learning
command neuron and active Mr neurons. These synapses
store a direct connection from the task-level command to the
motor population, leading to faster activation of the correct
motor behavior after learning. Both controllers can work in
parallel, complimenting each other. Note that learning here is
controlled by activity of the Delta=0 neuron, turning on-chip
plasticity on and off during behavior. Such online learning
in a neuromorphic device has been demonstrated for the first
time here.
III. RESULTS
A. Adaptive control
Fig. 3(a) shows the output of the neuromorphic chip
(spikes over time) in a sequence of control tasks. Here,
we set control signals 1-5 to the chip in an increasing
and decreasing order, with a step size of 1. Other step
sizes show similar results. Upper plot shows activity of 5
Goal neurons, one of which is inhibited and corresponds

to the selected control signal (desired speed of the robot).
The second plot shows IMU measurements of the robot’s
speed. One can note that the controller overshoots first on
the rising steps, but then settles on the correct speed and
keeps it. In the decreasing steps, the controller reaches the
desired speed directly. The third plot shows activity of the
Feedback neurons on the ROLLS chip, which are driven by
the IMU signal and faithfully represent it. The forth and fifth
plots show activity of the Delta+/- and Result+/- neurons,
respectively. The controller has converged on a desired value
when only Delta+ = 0 is active. The second to last plot
shows activity of the space-coded motor neurons, driven by
the Result+/- neurons, and the bottom plot shows firing rate
of the rate-coded motor neurons, which drive the motor.
Overall, the figure shows how the spiking controller succeeds in setting the desired robot’s speed by controlling
its wheel motor. We have tested the controller for all step
sizes and different target levels and have shown that it is
in all cases capable to set the required speed. The time
to reach the desired speed was on the order of 5s and 3s
for the rising and decreasing speeds, respectively (measured
on 10 up-and-down sweeps). The high settling time comes
from the simplicity of the controller, which only uses 5
values (neurons) for the control signal, the feedback, and
the differences, which hinders the convergence, in particular
when the measured IMU signal is on the boarder between the
selected 5 bins. Moreover, our “outer” feedback loop is rather
slow, much slower than the “inner” feedback loop (with the
efferent copy of the motor command). This problem will be
alleviated in an integrated neuromorphic solution.
The fluctuations in speed of the robot when the controller
has converged are on the order of 84 IMU measurement
units (at the mean value of 1012, measured for 1 minute).
These fluctuations stay unchanged in experiments without the
controller (when setting a given speed and measuring IMU
signal). Thus, they are largely determined by the precision
of the IMU measurements and not the neuronal controller.
B. Perturbations and learning movement goals
Fig. 3(b) shows time-plot of activity of the controller
in one of the experiments in which we demonstrate (1)
workings of the controller if a perturbation is applied to the
robot (stop-and-go task) and (2) functioning of the learned
direct, feedforward control.
Here, the top plot shows the IMU measurement during
the experiment. We set the goal speed to 2 and wait for
the controller to settle on this speed. At ≈16000ms, we
hold back the robot, preventing it from turning (a “STOP”
perturbation), releasing the robot after approx. 8 seconds.
One can see how the feedback controller ramps-up the speed
of the robot, trying to reach the set speed and failing to do
so due to the disturbance. When the robot is released, the
controller sets its speed back to the desired value.
During this experiment, each time when the controller
settles on the desired value (i.e. Delta neuron 0 is active)
learning is activated, triggering learning in plastic synapses
on the ROLLS chip. Plastic synapses between the active

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Time plots of activity of neuronal populations on the ROLLS chip and IMU measurements during a sequence of control tasks. (b) Activity of
neural populations on the ROLLS chip and IMU measurements in a “stop-and-go” and learning experiment. See Section III for details.

learning command and the active rate-coded motor neurons
are strengthened then. In the example shown in Fig. 3(b),
just before the time mark 35000ms, we inhibit the feedback
controller (note absent activity in the motor space-coded
neurons, which drive the rate-coded motor neurons during
the feedback control). The robot stops and when the learning
command is activated (released from inhibition of the Delta
neurons), the feedforward controller shows its effect. We can
see that the robot’s speed is immediately set to the desired
value. This is achieved by activating the correct number
of rate-coded neurons through plastic synapses from the
learning command neurons (note that the only active neuron
in the architecture after 37500ms is the learning command
neuron, which drives the Mr neural population).
Fig. 4 shows learning of all 5 motor commands on the

ROLLS chip. The light blue regions mark time periods when
the feedback controller has converged to the set value and
activates the learning command neurons. In these periods,
plastic synapses between the learning command neurons
and the active motor neurons are strengthened. During time
periods marked orange in the figure, the feedback controller
is inhibited to probe the feedforward connections. In these
periods, the active learning command neurons (third plot)
activate the Mr motor neurons (last plot) directly (no other
neurons are active in the architecture). We show here that
all commands can be learned and drive the motors directly
(as can be seen in the IMU measurements of the robot, top
plot).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new purely neuromorphic motor controller that sets desired speed (rotational

alisations, are increasingly and successfully used.
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